Abstract:
In this study we investigated how the work function of a W/Ti bilayer metal gate depends on the Ti thickness. The work function for each metal gate was determined by measuring the capacitance-voltage (C-V) characteristics of our metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) capacitors. We compared the work function behavior of the as-deposited and annealed samples. For the as-deposited samples, with 4.7Å (2 monolayers) of Ti and thinner, the Ti is electrically transparent. After the 400ºC FGA, up to 8Å of Ti is electrically transparent and doesn’t affect the work function. Islanding and diffusion have been proposed to explain this behavior.

Introduction:
In order to continue the scaling of integrated circuits (ICs), new materials need to be introduced. Metal gates are needed in complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology to reduce the resistivity, depletion effects, and dopant penetration of polysilicon gates. Metal bilayer gates have been proposed to provide adjustable work functions [1]. The ability to control the work function will help optimize device performance. Previous work demonstrated how changing the bottom metal thickness could modify the work function [1,2]. However, the mechanism for this is not clear. In this paper we report on the work function behavior of a W/Ti bilayer metal gate for 12Å of Ti and thinner.

Experimental Procedure:
We prepared bilayer metal gates of W/Ti on a SiO₂ dielectric. The thickness of Ti was varied from 0.25-3.5 monolayers, and the Ti was capped with 500Å of W. On some of the samples, the metal was deposited using e-beam evaporation, and on other samples by the sputtering method. The MOS capacitors were then fabricated using standard processing techniques. Characterization and electrical analysis were performed on these MOS capacitors. This paper will focus on the electrical analysis.

To investigate the electrical properties of these capacitors, capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements were performed. The C-V curves for Ti and W are shown in Figure 1. Because of the difference in the work functions, the two curves are shifted with respect to each other and thus have different flat band voltages (V_fb). There is a linear relationship between the V_fb and the thickness of the oxide that allows for the work function of each metal gate to be calculated. For this
reason we used four different thicknesses of oxide, 4-10 nm, for each thickness of Ti. The $V_{fb}$ for each oxide thickness was determined using the NCSU C-V program [3]. Figure 2 shows this linear relationship and the equation that allows for the work function ($\Phi_m$) to be extracted from these characteristics. Using this procedure, the work function of each metal gate was determined. A 400ºC forming gas anneal (FGA) was further performed on these samples for 30 min.

**Results and Discussion:**

Figure 3 presents the results for the sputtered method of metal deposition for the W/Ti/SiO$_2$ bilayer metal gate showing the relationship between the work function and the Ti thickness. The as-deposited results are compared with the results after the FGA. Before the FGA, the work functions of the thin layers of Ti are close to the work functions of W. Metal islanding has been proposed by Hung et. Al. [1] to explain this behavior. The Ti could be forming islands on the surface, in which case, some of the W is touching down onto the SiO$_2$ interface. For Ti thicknesses of 4.7Å or less, the Ti doesn’t cover enough surface area to cause any change in the work function. The results after the FGA are similar.

The results for the evaporated method of metal deposition are shown in Figure 4. Ti thicknesses of 12Å and below show the dependence of the work function on the Ti thickness. Again, the as-deposited and FGA samples are compared. Notice the results from the Ti thickness of 8Å. For the as-deposited sample, the work function is in between Ti and W. After the FGA, the work function is close to W. One possible theory to explain this behavior is that the W could be diffusing down through the Ti toward the SiO$_2$ interface during the annealing process, changing the work function to W.

**Conclusions and Future Work:**

Theoretically, 1 or 2 monolayers of bottom metal thickness is enough to completely determine the work function based on \textit{ab initio} simulations [4]. In this experiment we found that 3 or 4 monolayers are needed to change the work function from one metal to the other. Metal islanding could be the cause of this observation for the as-deposited samples, and diffusion for the annealed evaporated samples. To continue researching the work function behavior of bilayer metal gates, different metal combinations will be investigated to provide more information to what determines the work function. From this, we expect to learn how to control and tune the work function of the gate.
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